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INTRODUCTION

An increase in the power generation leads to an
increase in the electrical�sheet steel production. Mod�
ern cold�rolled anisotropic electrical steel (AESs) are
mainly used for manufacturing magnetic circuits for
power transformers and other products of electrical
industry. The quality of steels of this class is deter�
mined by a number of properties, which depend on the
concentration of silicon, type and intensity of a crystal
texture, perfection of the crystal lattice, grain size,
quantity of inclusions and degree of their dispersity,
internal stresses, sheet thickness, and the condition of
the sheet surface. The modern AESs have a coarse
grain with sharp cube�on�edge texture (110)[001],
with an easy axis [001] oriented along the rolling direc�
tion, which provides high service properties of the
steel. Specific magnetic losses P1.7/50 (at the induction
of 1.7 T and the frequency of magnetization reversal of
50 Hz) appear to be one of the main rated parameters
of the quality of the electrical�sheet steel [1].

At present, at the final stages of AES production,
there are carried out treatments which improve mag�
netic properties of a steel. Such methods include, for
example, depositing magnetoactive insulating coat�
ings that induce the formation of oriented internal
stresses, creating local structural surface barriers by
laser or another type of treatments, which affect the
size and shape of grains, and the type of the magnetic
domain structure [1–5]. The efficiency of such tech�

nological operations is determined by the magnitude
of changes in the magnetic properties before and after
the treatment.

This work was aimed at determining the effect of
properties of thin�film coatings, which are being
deposited at final stages of AES production and create
tensile stresses in the steel, on the changes in the level
of magnetic losses in the steel. Specific power losses
are one of the main characteristics that are used for the
evaluation of the quality of this material.

The influence of elastic stresses in AES on its mag�
netic properties has long been known [6]. The forma�
tion of coatings with high compressive stresses (on the
order of a few GPa) leads to the appearance of tensile
stresses in a substrate, which are by orders of magni�
tude lower (to 25 MPa) depending on the film�to�sub�
strate thickness ratio. Such coatings can be produced
using metal carbide or nitride films (TiN, BN, ZrN,
AlN, TiC, ZrC, WC) and amorphous carbon films [7].
These coatings are able to create tensile stresses in a
substrate and, due to improving a domain structure of
the steel, to decrease specific magnetic losses.

On the one hand, high residual stresses in coatings
often lead to their separation from a substrate during
exploitation. On the other hand, as is known, the
wear�resistant coatings are working better under the
condition of relatively high compressive stresses,
which prevent from the development of fatigue cracks.
Residual stresses in coatings can appear due to differ�
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ent reasons. One of these is the difference between the
thermal expansion coefficients of a substrate and a
coating. Therefore, the magnitude of thermal stresses
depends on a substrate temperature during coating
deposition. The magnitude of residual thermal stresses
can be estimated by the formula [8]

(1)

where Ef is the average elastic modulus of the coating
in the temperature range ΔΤ; νf is Poisson’s ratio for
the material of the coating; αs and αf are the thermal
expansion coefficients of the substrate and a coating,
respectively; TD is the temperature of the film deposi�
tion; and TМ is the temperature upon which stresses in
the coating were measured.

As follows from formula (1), carbides and nitrides
with high magnitudes of Young’s moduli and low mag�
nitudes of thermal expansion coefficients are the most
appropriate materials for substrate�stretching coat�
ings. For example, Yamaguchi et al. [9] have studied
the effect of TiN coatings applied by the method of
high�temperature chemical gas�phase deposition on
the magnetic losses in a grain�oriented electrical steel.

Another factor that can cause the formation of
residual stresses is internal stresses in the coating,
which appear in the result of bombardment of a grow�
ing film by high�energy particles. Such bombardment
is typical of the ion�assisted methods of deposition. In
the case of magnetron sputtering, such particles can be
neutral atoms scattered from the cathode, ions of a
working gas (Ar) that are generated in the discharge,
and neutralized ions reflected from the cathode [10].
Although the majority of Ar ions that bombard the
cathode to be sputtered are become neutralized on it,
part of ions reflects from the cathode as a result of elas�
tic collisions.

The total residual stresses in coatings appear to be a
sum of thermal and internal stresses:

 (2)

As a rule, the residual stresses in coatings deposited
by magnetron sputtering, appear to be compressive
and are due to distortions produced in the crystal lat�
tice of a growing film by high�energy particles. The
magnitude of internal stresses depends on the proper�
ties of a deposited material, which are characterized by
a coefficient Q [10]

(3)

where Е is the elasticity modulus, М is the atomic
mass, D is the density, and ν is Poisson’s ratio of the
deposited material.

For example, the magnitudes of these characteristics
for AlN are Q = 5.5 × 105 J/mol and σ = –3 GPa [10].

In this work we have carried out an analysis of the
effect of TiN coatings with residual compressive
stresses on the level of magnetic losses in the electri�
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cal�sheet steel and have determined the optimum con�
ditions for coating deposition, which lead to the larg�
est decrease in these energy losses.

EXPERIMENTAL

The deposition of coatings was carried out in a
setup with a vacuum chamber with dimensions 600 ×
600 × 600 mm made of a stainless steel, using a magne�
tron sputtering system, whose construction and
plasma characteristics were described in [11]. The
coatings were applied onto substrates of electrical steel
and of silicon, which were located at a distance of
12 cm from the magnetron. For our experiments we
have used cold�rolled anisotropic electrical steel of
grade 3405 in the form of strips 50 × 150 mm in size and
0.35 mm thick (produced from an Fe–3 wt % Si alloy).
Before depositing a TiN coating, the insulating coat�
ing was removed from the surface of the sample. The
flow rate of Ar in the experiments was maintained con�
stant at a level of 68 cm3/min. The total working pres�
sure in the chamber did not exceed 0.15 Pa and
depended on the consumption of nitrogen, which var�
ied from 10 to 17 cm3/min. The discharge power was
constant and was equal to 1.5 kW. The controlled
parameters, the effect of which on the properties of
coatings was investigated in this work, were the partial
pressure of nitrogen, the current in the disbalancing
magnetron coil, and the bias voltage at the substrate.

The temperature of the samples during coating
deposition was measured with a help of a chromel–
alumel thermocouple with acceptable deviation of
indications in the temperature range used equal to
±0.16 mV. The thickness of coatings was measured by
a MII�4 microinterferometer. The study of the phase
composition and structural parameters of TiN coat�
ings on Si substrates was carried out on an XRD�60
diffractometer using CuK

α
 radiation. An analysis of

the samples was performed using an asymmetrical
Bragg–Brentano scheme with an angular scanning in
steps of α = 5°. The hardness and the elasticity modu�
lus of the films obtained were measured using a Nan�
oTest 100 nanoindenter. The load at the indenter was
no more than 5 mN, so that the depth of its penetra�
tion into the coating did not exceed 10% of the coating
thickness. In each case, there was obtained from 5 to
10 indentations at the sample for calculating average
magnitudes of the measured parameters. Besides,
there was carried out a control of the coating morphol�
ogy with the help of a Solver P47 atomic�force micro�
scope. For this type of studies, the coatings were
deposited onto substrates of a polished silicon.

Magnetic losses were measured on a setup for mea�
suring magnetic properties of strip�shaped samples by
the method of wattmeter and ammeter according to
the Russian Standard GOST 12119.4�98. For this pur�
pose, TiN coatings were deposited onto samples of aniso�
tropic electrical steel of grade 3405 0.35 mm thick with
specific magnetic losses P1.7/50 = 1.44–1.5 W/kg accord�
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ing to GOST 21427.1�87. The results of measurements
of magnetic losses were averaged over three samples
processed by the same regime.

The internal stresses in the coatings were measured
by two methods. In the case of silicon substrates, the
X�ray diffraction method was used. In this case, the
deformation of the film material is determined
directly under the condition that its elasticity limit is
not achieved, i.e., Hooke’s law is satisfied, so that we
have [12]

(4)

where νf is Poisson’s ratio of the film material (νTiN =
0.29 [13]), Ef is Young’s modulus of the film, d0 is the
equilibrium interplanar spacing, and d is the interpla�
nar spacing in the film with stresses. For substrates of
electrical steel, the residual stresses were determined
from the change in the radius of curvature of the sub�
strate measured before and after deposition of the
coating by the formula [10]

 (5)

where Es/(1 – νS) is the elasticity modulus of the sub�
strate; ds and df are the thicknesses of the substrate and
the film, respectively; and R1 and R2 are the radii of
curvature of the substrate before and after deposition
of the coating, respectively.

To study the effect of ion bombardment during
deposition of TiN coatings on the level of residual
stresses in the films, we measured, using a 45° HIDEN
EQP electrostatic analyzer, the energy spectra of pos�
itive ions in a magnetron discharge. The measuring
device was placed at the axis of the magnetron at a dis�
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tance of 13.5 cm from its cathode. The orifice through
which the ions of the discharge plasma were extracted
had a diameter of 0.1 mm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As a material of coatings, we chose titanium nitride
as the wear�resistant material most studied and widely
applied in industry for surface protection. As is known,
the homogeneity field of TiN in the Ti–N phase dia�
gram is very wide; therefore, its properties depend on
the quantity of nitrogen in the nitride. Upon a high
deposition rate, there can be obtained a fine�grained
and, subsequently, highly distorted structure with
metastable phases; whereas upon low deposition rates,
there is formed a flaked structure. The microhardness
of TiN films varies in wide limits (from 20 to 40 GPa)
depending on the nitrogen amount and structural
peculiarities. The large hardness of the condensed TiN
is a consequence of the high level of internal stresses.
The coatings produced by the methods of physical gas�
phase deposition often have internal compressive
stresses on the level of 109–1010 Pa. The presence of
such stresses is testified by an increase of the lattice
parameter (а). For stoichiometric films, there is often
reported a magnitude а = 0.425 nm (for a stoichiomet�
ric bulk TiN, а = 0.424 nm). The magnitude of the lat�
tice parameter is determined by a number of factors;
e.g., an increase in а can be caused by an increase in
the N concentration in the crystal lattice, by a
decrease in the film thickness, or by a growth of inter�
nal stresses [14].

The properties of the TiN coatings on Si substrates
produced in our experiments are shown in Table 1. To
achieve the main goal of this work, i.e., a decrease in
specific losses in a transformer steel, we had to obtain

  
Table 1. Dependence of the characteristics of TiN coatings on the deposition parameters (Si substrate)

No.
QAr,

cm3/min

 

cm3/min
d, nm H, GPa E, GPa a, Å CD, nm Δd/d × 103 I, % hkl σ, GPa

1K 68 10 1815 19.8 292 4.2392 15 2.7 52 111 2.71

2K 68 12 1865 22.1 295 4.2424 12 0.55 34 111 0.55

3K 68 14 1570 17.5 281 4.2500 16 2.1 43 111 2.03

4K 68 16 1330 18.3 236 4.2555 16 5.5 31 100 4.47

5K 68 18 1065 24.4 261 4.2302 13 2.5 48 100 2.25

6K 68 16 370 – – 4.2155 10 3.8 42 100 3.14

7K 68 16 720 – – 4.2638 11 2.3 50 111 1.9

8K 68 16 815 – – 4.2580 20 6.4 71 110 5.3

9K 68 16 860 – – 4.2388 19 7.2 70 111 5.96

Note: Q, the gas flow rate; d, coating thickness; H, coating hardness; E, elasticity modulus; CD, coherent domain; Δd/d, microdeformations;
I, relative intensity of peaks in X�ray diffraction patterns; hkl, planes of preferred orientation; and σ, internal stresses.

QN2
,
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coatings with highest internal stresses, so that their
effect be maximum. At the same time, it was necessary
to prevent fracture of the coating or its separation from
the substrate.

At the first stage, we have measured properties of
coatings depending on the nitrogen flow rate. The
consumption of Ar was maintained constant at a level
of 68 cm3/min. As was expected, addition of N2 to the
working chamber led to a decrease in the TiN deposi�
tion rate with increasing N consumption (Fig. 1). It is
caused by “poisoning” of the sputtered cathode, i.e.,
by the formation of a dielectric film with a sputtering
ratio less than that of pure Ti, on its surface.

It is known [15] that for depositing stoichiometric
TiN coatings by the method of reactive sputtering in
an Ar+N2 mixture the partial pressure of nitrogen
should be equal to 17% of the total pressure in the
chamber. In our case, such ratio of partial pressures
was observed at  = 16 cm3/min. Upon such a flow

rate of nitrogen, there were also observed largest resid�
ual stresses in the coatings (4.41 GPa). Therefore, all
subsequent experiments were carried out with  =

16 cm3/min.
Depending on the nitrogen flow rate, the TiN coat�

ings had a nanohardness Н from 18 to 25 GPa at the
elasticity modulus Е from 240 to 290 GPa (Table 1). It
is known that the hardness of the coating depends on
the partial pressure of the reactive gas, the substrate
temperature, and the voltage at the substrate. Depend�
ing on the parameters of the process upon the magne�
tron sputtering, the TiNx (x varies from 1 to 0.6) coat�
ing can have a microhardness from 13.7 to 39.2 GPa
(at the substrate temperature of 300–330°C). The
pressure of the reactive gas directly affects the micro�
hardness of monolayer coatings of the MNx type dur�

QN2

QN2

ing their formation. With increasing pressure of the
reactive gas, the microhardness of the coatings
increases, since the introduction of a larger volume of
the reactive gas favors the more complete occurrence
of plasma chemical reactions. But with a further
growth of the pressure, the microhardness of the coat�
ing decreases because of the formation of coatings
with an increased concentration of atoms of the reac�
tive gas, which leads to an imperfection of the struc�
ture and to a decrease in the microhardness [16].

The X�ray diffraction studies of the phase compo�
sition of the coatings on Si substrates have shown the
presence of a single phase, namely, titanium nitride
with an fcc lattice. For all the samples there was
observed a decrease in the lattice parameter as com�
pared to the tabulated values for massive TiN. An anal�
ysis of the intensities of the diffraction lines depending
on the deposition parameters (thickness of the coat�
ing, nitrogen flow rate, ion bombardment) demon�
strates the domination of [111], [100], and [110] ori�
entations in the coating texture . Figure 2 demon�
strates X�ray diffraction patterns of coatings of
different thickness produced under equal conditions.
The estimation of the crystallite sizes from the widths
of X�ray diffraction lines gives the average values from
10 to 20 nm.

It is usually assumed that upon plasma deposition
of TiN coatings in vacuum compressive residual
stresses are formed, the absolute value of which
increases with increasing coating thickness. However,
our results demonstrate that there exists a certain opti�
mum thickness of the coating, at which the internal
stresses in the coating are maximum. The depen�
dences of residual stresses in the TiN coatings depend�
ing on thickness are shown in Fig. 3. As is seen, on
substrates of both Si and AES the internal stresses have
a maximum of about 5–7 GPa at the coating thickness
of 900–950 nm (curves 1 and 2). Upon switching�on
of an electromagnetic coil (IC = 0.5 A), the density of
the ion current at the substrate increases, which leads
to a substantial growth of internal stresses (to 13 GPa,
curve 3). In this case, the maximum of stresses also
corresponds to the coating thickness of 900 nm.

The formation of residual stresses in TiN films
deposited by magnetron sputtering appears to be not
related to the difference of the thermal expansion coef�
ficients of the film and substrate. An analysis of the sub�
strate�temperature dependence on the time of deposi�
tion of the TiN coatings shown in Fig. 4 demonstrates
that the method of magnetron sputtering provides a
lower heat loading of the substrate in comparison with
other vacuum�plasma techniques. Since in our experi�
ments the temperature of the substrate did not exceed
100°С, the contribution of thermal stresses to residual
stresses is negligibly small in comparison with the con�
tribution of internal stresses that appear during the
growth of the film. For example, on the silicon substrate
(Ff = 300 GPa, υTiN = 0.29, αs = 4 ×10–6 К–1, αf =
9.4 × 10–6 К–1, TD = 100°С, TM = 20°С) the stresses in
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the rate of deposition of TiN coat�
ings Vd on the nitrogen flow rate  (QAr = 68 cm3/min;

the discharge power is 1.5 kW).
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the coating calculated by formula (1) were tensile (σТ =
182 Pa). On the AES substrates, which have a higher
thermal expansion coefficient than that of the coating
(αS = 11 ×10–6 К–1), the thermal stresses were com�
pressive and were equal to –54 MPa.

Therefore, it is the ion bombardment of the film
surface during its growth that is responsible for the for�
mation of large internal stresses in TiN coatings,
which is confirmed by an increase in the level of
stresses with increasing degree of magnetron imbal�
ance.

The formation of residual stresses in thin films
upon ion bombardment can be explained within the
model of thermal spikes [17], which represent regions
in which the energy of bombarding ions is transferred
into the coating. The atoms of the coating acquire the
energy of the bombarding ions through cascades of
elastic collisions. As a result, they become more
mobile and can move away from their initial positions.

An increase in the energy of bombarding ions lead
to an increase in the volume of regions with an ele�
vated temperature, which can be estimated as

(6)

where Е is the energy of a bombarding ion, ρ is the
number of atoms in the volume of the coating, and
ЕА is an average activation energy required for displac�
ing each atom in the thermal spike.

Calculations demonstrate that the temperature
within these regions can achieve 5000 K [17]. The life�
time of thermal spikes is usually on the order of a few
picoseconds.
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As a rule, the internal stresses upon ion bombard�
ment are compressive and, with increasing energy of
bombarding particles, their level first increases to a
certain magnitude and then decreases [17]. The maxi�
mum corresponds to the energy of 100–200 eV.

As was shown in [18], with an increase in the bias
voltage to about –150 V the residual stresses in the coat�
ing increase. The size of TiN crystallites in this case
decreases to 11–250 nm. The internal stresses are com�
pressive and increase from about 1 GPa at Ub = 0 B to
14 GPa at Ub = –150 V. A further increase in Ub to above
–150 V is accompanied by a gradual decrease of com�
pressive stresses to 5 GPa at Ub = –500 V.

To estimate the energy of positive ions bombarding
the surface of the growing film in the magnetron dis�
charge, we have measured the energy spectra of ions in
the reactive sputtering regime of the magnetron with
switched�off (Ic = 0 A) and switched�on (Ic = 1 A)
electromagnetic coil (Fig. 5).

The energy spectra of Ar+,  N+, and Ti+ ions
have maxima at the energy of about 2–4 eV, and also
high�energy tails at the energy of 5–25 eV. The maxi�
mum corresponds to thermalized ions, whose energy
is equal to the difference between the potential of the
plasma and the anode potential. The presence of ions
with an energy of up to 25 eV can be due to either neu�
tralized ions reflected from the cathode or to gas atoms
which gained their energy in collisions with sputtered
atoms of the cathode. In both cases, the neutral atoms
with a high energy were subsequently ionized in the
plasma between the magnetic trap near the cathode
surface and the substrate. The intensities of ion peaks
increase by several times with an increase in the cur�
rent in the coil from 0 to 1 A. The high�energy tail of
Ti ions increases substantially with increasing Ic.

N2
+

,

Thus, an increase in the current in the electromag�
netic coil leads to a significant increase in the ion flux
onto the bombarded substrate. In order to increase the
energy of bombarding ions, pulses of negative bias with
a frequency of 100 kHz and an amplitude of 150 V
were applied to the substrate. This led to an increase in
the hardness of TiN coating up to 29 GPa and an
increase in internal stresses in the coating up to
13 GPa (point 4 in Fig. 3).

The growth of hardness can be induced by a refine�
ment of the grain structure (the Hall–Petch rule) dur�
ing additional ion bombardment upon applying neg�
ative bias pulses to the substrate [19]. This is testified
by the images of the TiN films deposited at Ub = 0 and
–150 V obtained with the help of atomic�force micro�
scope (Fig. 6). In the absence of a bias voltage, the
coatings have a columnar structure, which is common
for magnetron sputtering, with a grain size to 100 nm
(Fig. 6a). An increase in the energy of bombarding
ions at the expense of the negative bias voltage applied
to the substrate leads to the formation of a fine�grained
structure of the coating with a low roughness of the
surface (Fig. 6b).

Ion bombardment leads not only to a change in the
level of internal stresses in the coating, but also to
microstructure changes in the TiN coatings. The most
frequently occurring orientations of crystals in TiN
coatings are [111], [100], and [110]. It was demon�
strated in many works that the preferred orientation
varies from [100] to [111] upon an increase in the coat�
ing thickness.

As was shown in [16], TiN films deposited by vac�
uum arc sputtering with large compressive stresses
have a [111] preferred orientation of crystallites, which
changes to [100] at small compressive stresses.
According to the model proposed by Pelleg et al. [20],
these transformations are based on the mechanism of
energy minimization in the coating. Therefore, below
a certain level of internal stresses, the preferred orien�
tation of grains in TiN coatings is [100], and above that
level, [111] orientation prevails. Thus, the probability
of formation of the film with a [111] orientation
increases with increasing its thickness and internal
stresses in it.

M.�J. Chou et al. [21] showed that the hardness of
TiN coatings with a [111] preferred orientation is max�
imum. It can be explained by the fact that the level of
stresses in such coatings is largest and that, as is well
known, materials with high internal stresses demon�
strate the maximum hardness [22].

Our results are in good agreement with the above�
mentioned literature data (see Table 1). It has been
shown that internal stresses in the coating increase
with increasing both ion flux onto the substrate (with
increasing degree of magnetron imbalance) and with
increasing energy of these ions (with applying a nega�
tive bias voltage to the substrate). The thickness of the
coating also is not the least of the factors.
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Fig. 4. Time dependence of the substrate temperature Ts

during TiN film deposition (QAr = 68 cm3/min;  =

16 cm3/min; discharge power, 1.5 kW).
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PN2

Then, we have studied the dependence of specific
power losses in samples of the AES of grade 3405 with
TiN coatings on the thickness of these coatings and
deposition parameters (Table 2).

In the untreated samples of the 3405 electrical steel
0.35 mm thick with a commercial insulation coating,
the specific losses of power were 1.47 W/kg. Before
depositing nitride coatings, the insulating coating was
etched away in an aqueous solution of HCl, after
which the sample was mechanically polished to a mir�
ror finish. The thickness of the sample was reduced to
0.33 mm. After such treatment, the specific energy
losses in the samples increased to 1.62 W/kg. As is seen
from Table 2, the specific losses in the samples with
TiN coatings depend on the thickness of the coating,
just as the internal stresses in the coatings do. This is

confirmed by the fact that the coatings with high resid�
ual stresses deposited onto the electrical steel are capa�
ble to influence the specific energy losses in it. The
maximum decrease in the specific losses is observed at
the coating thickness of 800–900 nm, i.e., in the case
where the internal stresses are maximum (see Fig. 3).

The maximum decrease in the specific losses was
achieved in the samples 10C and 11C, on which the
coatings were deposited simultaneously with applying
a negative bias voltage to the substrate. In these sam�
ples the specific energy losses P1.7/50 were decreased to
1.27 W/kg, i.e., by about 15%.

Like the authors of [23], we relate a decrease in the
specific magnetic losses to the formation of compres�
sive stresses in a thin surface layer of the material,
which lead to the formation of a typical fine�grained
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surface structure of magnetic domains and a multilay�
ered domain structure over the sample cross section, to
a refinement of the main domains, and to peculiarities
of the domain dynamics upon magnetization reversal,
which affect the formation of magnetization reversal
centers and the velocity of motion of domain walls. A
decrease in the velocity of domain walls at the surface
of a material with a TiN coating induced by the
stressed state of thin surface layers can result in
changes in the curvature of domain walls (over the
cross section of the material) and in a decrease in their
average velocity of motion.

An analysis of the domain structure and orientation
relative to the easy axis was beyond the scope of this
study. However, it is known from the literature that the
maximum decrease in magnetic losses is provided by
creating a magnetic structure in the form of narrow
transversely oriented 180° domains. Such a structure

formed on a silicon iron under the effect of compres�
sive stresses oriented along the [001] direction was
observed in [23].

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of experiments on applying TiN coatings
onto electrical�sheet steel with a help of a magnetron
sputtering system with an electromagnetic coil, it has
been shown that the residual stresses in the coatings
deposited with ion assistance depend on the thickness
of the coating and the flux and energy of the bombard�
ing ions. The effect of the parameters of deposition of
TiN coatings on the level of the internal stresses that
are formed in them has been studied. The fact that the
application of coatings with high residual stresses
allows reducing specific losses in the electrical�sheet
steel has been testified. The optimum regimes of dep�
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Fig. 6. Images of the surface of TiN coatings on Si obtained (a) without a bias voltage (QAr = 68 cm3/min, QN2 = 16 cm3/min,
Ic = 0, Ub = 0, d = 860 nm) and (b) with a negative bias voltage (QAr = 68 cm3/min, QN2 = 16 cm3/min, Ic = 0, Ub = –150 V,
d = 815 nm).

Table 2. Dependence of specific energy losses P1.7/50 in the samples of electrical�sheet steel on the thickness d of TiN coatings
obtained at different currents Ic in the disbalancing coil and different bias voltages Ub (Q is the gas flow rate; the discharge power
is 1.5 kW) 

No. QAr, cm3/min  cm3/min Ic, A Ub, V d, nm P1.7/50, W/kg

1C 68 16 0 0 600 1.77

2C 68 16 0 0 1000 1.4

3C 68 16 0 0 1500 1.51

4C 68 16 0.5 0 680 1.7

5C 68 16 0.5 0 880 1.47

6C 68 16 0.5 0 1170 1.69

10C 68 16 0 –100 810 1.27

11C 68 16 0 –150 800 1.27

QN2
,
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osition of TiN coatings with residual stresses reaching
13 GPa, high hardness, and good adhesion to a sub�
strate have been found. The application of such coat�
ings allows reducing specific energy losses in electrical
steel by 15%.
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